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The thesis endeavors to study the legitimacy of China's administrative 
legislation procedure from the perspective of the development of “due process of 
law”. Although in the past, “due process of law” has not been used in the field of 
administrative legislation, as the administrative legislation procedure formed late, 
the application of “due process of law” is able to transit from the field of initial 
judicial to the administration and legislation, and eventually will be used in the 
field of administrative legislation, forming a legitimate administrative legislation 
procedure. Based on this understanding, the thesis makes a systematic theoretical 
discussion on due process of administrative legislation, from its aspects of 
connotation, historical evolution, constitutional system based, procedure value and 
sinicization. Besides introduction and conclusion, the thesis is divided into five 
chapters. Introduction part introduces the background of the thesis topic, research 
significance, ideas, methodology as well as potential innovative points. 
Furthermore, the thesis combed the research status of due process issues related to 
administrative legislation of Chinese and foreign scholars. Conclusion part 
elaborates the idealism and the future of administrative legislation, and considers 
that the sinicization of due process of administrative legislation is inevitably 
idealism featured, but still can be considered to promote the sinicization through 
introduction of western referendum system. The contents of body part are as 
follows:  
The first chapter defines the connotation and characteristics of due process of 
administrative legislation. On the basis of analyzing the two core concepts of 
legitimacy and administrative legislation, the chapter suggests that the due process 
of administrative legislation is not a specific legal system, but a series of elements 
or links on subject, behavior, timing and results in the process of administrative 
legislation formally, content on a series of procedural systems of legitimate 














of the process and result of administrative legislation on value,a kind of legal 
procedure which can assure the justice of process of administrative legislation by a 
series of methods, forms, procedures and time limits stipulated on the procedural 
systems which can be used for guarding the civil rights, which has characteristics 
of legitimacy, rationality, participation, negotiation, publicity, human rights 
indemnification and efficiency. 
The second chapter examines the historical evolution of due process of 
administrative legislation. As due process of administrative legislation is the result 
of the logic evolution of due process of law, to a certain extent, the historical 
evolution of due process of administrative legislation is also the historical evolution 
of due process of law. The main two concept ideas of due process of law, i. e, 
rational view and concept of legitimacy can be found in each historical stage of the 
beginning of ancient Greek civilization. As a rule of procedure concept, the Roman 
law has record regarding legitimacy and rationality of law, but it is generally 
believed that the due process of law system originates the natural justice principles 
of British common law, and gets development the constitutional system in the 
United States. Due process of law originally only works in the judicial field, and 
then is applied to the administrative areas and develop due process of 
administrative legislation . 
The third chapter focuses on the foundation of constitutional system of due 
process of administrative legislation. Due process of law is an important principle 
of western constitutional system. The nature of constitutional system is to protect 
civil rights, and focuses democratic politics as main content and principle of the 
rule of law as the safeguard. Based on the relationship of due process of 
administrative legislation and due process, due process of administrative legislation 
shall be based three principles, eg., democracy, rule of law and human rights, as the 
foundation of constitutional system. 
The fourth chapter focuses on the value of due process of administrative 














procedural instrumentalism and selfish departmentalism, and examines views of 
representative persons of two theories of value. On the basis of understanding of 
two theories of value, the second part of the chapter considers due process of 
administrative legislation should select values on the procedural instrumentalism 
and the selfish departmentalism, and the values selected must be contented in the 
procedural value theories with different degrees,at the same time, the values 
selected will be included all of the value forms.Hence,the thesis points out due 
process of administrative legislation having values of equity, efficiency and 
democracy. 
The fifth chapter discusses the issues of the sinicization of due process of 
administrative legislation. Based on the analysis of the status quo of problems of 
China's administrative legislation procedure, the thesis rethinks profoundly on the 
problems of China's administrative legislation and puts forward that in order to 
realize the legitimation of China's administrative legislation procedures, it is 
upmost to cultivate the consciousness of public’s participation in administrative 
legislation, and then perfect the systems of public participation in administrative 
legislation and legislation assessment. 
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